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Touch-tone system
to·change in March
Social security numbers to determine
order of registration within class rank
By HEATHER CYGAN
Campus editor

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Mike Groos. a 'Sophomore computer management major. registers for his classes by using
touch-tone registration Tuesday afternoon in the office of registration.

No plans initi8ted to replace
Foundation's chief officer
By JUSTIN KMITCH
Administration editor
Eastern administrators have made no
plans to replace former chief advancement
officer of development Jim Hanna. who was
"reassigned." without prior notice. to the
School of Adult and Continuing Education.
"Currently there arc no plans to replace
Jim Hanna," Shelly Flock, coordinator of
public information. said in a written
statement. "A retreat for the development
area is planned and is apt to result in some
form of administrall\'e reorganization:·
In the aftermath of Hanna·s
"reassignment."' Eastern President David
Jorns is 1n the process of convening a

development group to help him with alumni
and advancement issues. which were
formerly part of Hanna's duties.
Flock stated the group is scheduled to
meet twice a month to discuss the issues.
In addition to Jorns. members of the
committee include Bobbie Hilke, executive
officer of the foundation, Kimberly Harris,
office manager in development; Steve Rich,
director of alumni services; and Jill Nilsen,
special assistant to the president and director
of planning and public affairs.
"There will be two additional
representatives from relevant areas who have
yet to be named," Flock stated.
Hilke said he will represent the
See REPLACE page 2

The registration office has modified
the touch-tone registration schedule
because of the telephone company's
concern with the university's overuse of
the current phone lines.
Beginning in March the system wiU be
implemented because the phone company
"got after Eastern because the line usage
was too heavy," said David Sardella.
director of the registration office.
"We believe the students will have
greater satisfaction (with registration
now)," Sardella said.
The problem with overuse of phone
lines was noticed at the hcginning of the
fall semester, Sardella said. Eastern will
add more phone lines in addition to
changing the way students register.
Sardella said.
In the past all the graduates registered
over a three-day period and it caused a lot
of traffic. Sardella added.
"[ think it will impro\e things,"
Sardella said.
Touch-tone registration will be
distributed through several weeks. The
first week graduates will be able Lo
register. then seniors the following week,
and so on, Sardella said
The freshman class will be divided
into two separate weeks. First. freshmen
with 15 hours earned will register and the
second week wiU be zero to 14 hours
earned registering, Sardella said.
Each week is also divided into

different days. The first day students with
the last digit of their social security
numbers from zero to one can touch-tone,
the next day students with the last digit
from two to three, and so on through the
week, Sardella said.
The sociaJ security numbers will rotate
in a given pattern. The spring semester
will start this new process and the
summer and fall semesters will begin to
rotate.
Sardella said this process will not
require as many people to register at the
same time and fewer phone lines will not
be as busy.
"The whole line will not be busy thing
is cool." said David Russel. a freshman
nuddle le, el educauon ma1or. ''Rtght now
(touch-lone registration) is a pain."
Andrea Albu. a freshman business
major, said "I like the new phone lines.
but my social security number is a nine.''
"The old system was always busy. but
eventually you got in and got what you
needed, but as my college goes on I will
be the last to register which will prohibit
me from getting the classes that I need,"
said Jenny Houghtaling, a freshman
business major.
Albu said she agrees that the line was
always busy.
The future prospect of online
registration won't happen until the year
2000. Sardella said. For this system 10
work a new box and entry system would
be needecL Sardella added.
"If all goes as planned, it will be
good," Russel said.

Water main break leaves streets flooded; boil order in effect
By HEATHER CYGAN
and JILL JEDLOWSKI
Statf editors
Two streets temporarily flooded
Tuesday morning after n water main broke
during an auempt to replace a rotted
telephone pole. leaving Park Place
Apartments w ithoul water for several
hours.
Central Illinois Public Service Co. hit
the main at around I0:30 a.m. while some
workers \\ere drilling underground. said
Jim Bennett. ClPS line foreman.
"It just <.;hot up like a geyser." Bcnncll
said. "We came to change out a rotten pole.
instead we found the water."
The Charle~ton Water Se(\ ice was
qu1ckl) on the scene. out on the comer of
Se\enth Street and Grant Avenue. pumping
the water out of the closed-off water main
so its workers could repair the damage.
Residents of Park Place Apartments
were without water for several hours.
"l can't even take a shower," said Kris
Suh, a junior elementary education major.

"l have lo go to my boyfriend's house (to
.;hower).
·•y was thinking maybe our check
bounced.'" Suh said, laughing.
Another Park Place resident was not
pleased the water main break forced the
water to be shut off.
"<The water shut-oft) intetferes with my
life," said Ashley Pennock, a sophomore
family services major. "It's not something
nice to wake up to."
Paul 'iicholson. the Charleston city
manager. said that this was not a common
occurrence.
··These things happen from time Lo
time," Nicholson said. "These things are
more frequently associated with aging
pipes and the freeze/thaw system."
\.iams break often. a cit}' worker said,
but none have ever been drilled into. He
estimated that the main would take about
three or four hours to repair.
Shane Byers. a journeyman lineman of
CIPS, said the water lines weren't marked
and that the incident was an accident.
See BREAK page 2

ANNA BETZELBERGER/Assoc:iate photo edttor
Bill Skinlo, worker for the Charleston Utility Company, cuts through the pipe to get to
the source of the water main leak Tuesday 011 the comer of Seventh Street and Grant
Avenue.
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Inflation at 11-year low in 1997, should remain tame
WASHINGTON (AP) - Cars, gasoline
and chicken all grew cheaper in 1997, pro·
ducing the nation's best inflation performance in 11 years. Economists say the good
news should continue this year. permitting
interest rates to stay- low.
Prices edged a seasonally adjusted 0.1
percenc higher in December. holding the
gain for the full year to just l .7 percent. the
Labor Department said Tuesday.
That's about half the 3.3 percent increase
of 1996 and the best performance since
1986 when plummeting oil prices held the
overall increase in the Consumer Price
Index to 1.1 percent
Core inflation - which excludes volatile
food and energy costs - climbed 2.2 percent in 1997. down from 2.6 percent a year

''

Today's good inflation numbers mean that the combined rate of unemployment and inflation - the so-called misery index - is the lowest since
1967:'
- Janet L. Yellen,
chair of the White House Council of Economic Advisers

earlier and the smallest rise in 32 years.
Such price restraint is unusual at a time of
robust economic growth and declining joblessness, and the Clinton administration
pointed that out.
"Today's good inflation numbers mean
that the combined rate of unemployment
and inflation - the so-called misery index
- is the lowest since 1967,'' said Janet L.
Yellen. chairwoman of the White House

Council of Economic Advisers.
Anticipating a flood of cheap goods from
Asian nations with devalued currencies. analysts expect inflation to remain nearly as
tame this year On average, they're predicting about a 2.2 percent rate.
Economists, including Federal Reserve
Board Chairman Alan Greenspan. are even
discussing the possibility of deflation generally declining prices. But so far that

doesn·l look like!). Ser. ice businesses still
are raising prices to cover the cost of accelerating wage gains.
..We have dena1ion in the commodity
markets - chemicals. plastics. metals, agriculture. mining - but overall deflation. no,"
said economist Donald Ratajczak of Georgia
Stace University...We have intlation in services:·
Mild inflation is helping Americans in
two ways. It means the purchasing power of
their paychecks is growing. Inflation-adjusted average hourly wages grew 2:1 percent
last year. the Labor Department said.
"It doesn't sound like much. but it's the
biggest raise American workers have had
since 1977," said economist David Wyss of
ORI-McGraw Hill in Lexington. Mass.

Iraq keeps American Schmidt lands women's group's
inspectors off the job support in race for governor
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) lions by Ritter's team because
Using a bureaucratic ploy, it had coo many Americans Iraq once again prevented a produced a replay of last
U.S.-led arms inspection team year's crisis rhetoric.
from doing its job Tuesday.
Iraq's state-run press
The move drew new warnings accused Washington of trying
from Washington that it will to "injure the dignity of Iraq,"
not tolerate interference in the and America's U.N. ambasU.N. program to find Iraq's sador said Iraq was instigating
a new confrontation.
hidden weapons.
Team leader Scott Ritter,
"I can cell you, patience is
ready and waiting at U.N. running out in a lot of
headquarters in Baghdad, was Security Council capitals.
left in the lurch when his Iraqi
The Iraqis are really pushescorts failed to show up for a ing this to the brink."
planned inspection tour of Ambassador Bill Richardson
suspected weapons sites.
told ABC's "Good Morning
The move was less dramat- America"
ic but no less decisive than the
The U.N. Securit)' Council
actual blocking of inspectors met for two hours Tuesday to
that set off the last lraq-U .N. discuss the latest standoff '
crisis. when American•inspec- •with lraq. and plahried to meet "
tors were eventually thrown agam later in the day to draft
out of Iraq in November and a joint statement
Richardson told reporters
arms inspections were halted
for three .veeks.
"what we want to see is a very
Iraq's newest challenge strong signal from the
which came a day after it Security Council."
warned it would ban inspec-

BREAK
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The accumulation of water on
Seventh Street did not affect the
passing of cars. Byers said.
Although most cars parked on the
flooded streets appeared unharmed,
one car that was parked on Grant
Avenue took in some water. Byers
said.
"It looked like one girl had a little water in her car when she
opened the door," Byers said.
Nicholson said no damage was
reported.

The break in the main was remedied in the afternoon with a clamp
and a boil order was put into effect.
Nicholson said. Normally. boil
orders last about 24 hours. he said.
A boil order is a requirement of
the Environmentaf Protection
Agency recommending that all residents affected by the water shut-off
boil all tap water until further
notice, Nicholson said. The water
will be tested in a lab to ensure
safety. he added.
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CHICAGO (AP) - Democrat
John Schmidt landed the backing
of a major women's group in the
race for governor Tuesday, and its
leaders said union women are
upset over the AFL-CIO's
endorsement of rival Glenn
Poshard.
"John Schmidt is a candidate
whose progressive. pro-family
platform excites and motivates our
members," said Linda Olson, president of the state chapter of the
National Organization for Women.
At a news conference. the
6,000-member group's leaders
praised Schmidt, a former Jusl!ce
Department official, for supporting them on such issues as abortion and domestic violence.
In accepting the endorsement,
Schtnidt pledged to "be on the
front • lines, fighting for the
enforcement of child support.
helping women escape the cycle
of domestic abuse and ensuring
that Illinois children have affordable.high-quality day care:·
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& graphics
department
is now
hiring ad
designers
for spring
"98. apply
In person at
the student
publications
business

office
located In
room 1811
In the
buzzard
Building, or
come to the
design
meeting at
S:30today

Novak. was quick to return the
compliment.
"These are people who are
pushing an extreme social and
sexual agenda on the Democratic
Party," Novak said after the
endorsement was announced.
He said NOW's support for a
procedure labeled "partial-birth
abortion" by opponents would
alienate conservative white ethnic
Democrats. The late-term procedure involves moving a fetus .into
the birth canal and extracting the
brain.
"It's a grisley procedure."
Novak said.
Burris said he promoted
women and supported women's
issues when he was comptroller
and attorney general.
"M} public record stioulci'
speak for itself Irolii\:!il£y. 'ht>\\.te'{!er. I have never received Now·s
endorsement. This is an example
of insider politics," he said in a
statement.

from page one

Foundation in lhe development
council.
"This is similar to a committee
like the hundreds of other committees on campus; we are working for the betterment of the university," Hilke said.
Rich said he was not com.fonable discussing the situation.
"I am gomg to have to ask you
to refer all of you r questions to
the coordinator of public information. Shelly Flock."
Hanna was given a letter from
Jorns that stated he was being

designers wanted

NOW leaders said Schmidt
won their endorsement over former U.S. Attorney Jim Bums and
former Illinois Attorney General
Roland Burris - two of his three
rivals for the nomination for governor in the March 17 primary.
They said they didn't even consider endorsing U.S. Rep. Glenn
Poshard, 0-Ill., an outspoken
opponent of abortion rights.
NOW's endorsement of
Schmidt comes on the heels of
endorsements for Poshard from
the Illinois AFL-CIO and
Chicago·s 16.000-member police
union
NOW leaders said, however.
that many union women are likely
to ignore the state labor federation's endorsement of Poshard and
work for Schmidt instead.
"The women who are in the
AFL-CIO are very upset with this
- they think that Poshard is an
awful choice, frankly," NOW CoPresident Sue O'Shaugnessy said.
Poshard's top strategist, Joe

"terminated with notice" effective July 8. He bas been reassigned from working with the
Foundation to working under
William Hine, dean of the School
of Adult and Continuing
Education.
According to a written statement from Hanna, he was given
no warning or reprimand prior to
his termination, and his termination letter cites no cause for the
termination.
Flock said, " The university
administration believes the recent

changes in the development are
positive and that advancement
and alumni initiatives underway
will be completed in a collegial
and progressive manner."
Hanna was hired in 1996, and
is the second executive director
of development in the past three
years-.
Hanna replaced Steve Falk.
who resigned in June 1995. Falk
resigned after disagreements
between Joms and the foundation
Board of Directors.

"Hands-On"
Web Resume Workshop
Open to students registered with Career Services
who need to complete their on line registrat.J.on.

Thursday, Jan. I 5, 1998
8:30 am - 9:30 am
Taylor Hall Computer Lab
Staff members will provide "hands-on" assistance
as you build yoµr resume on the website to
be included in the Career Services database.
Please pave at least a rough, draft o.f your rf~sume
or pick up a .resume worksheet mour o tice
pnor to the workshop.
Call Career Services today to reserve a seat!!
581-2412
SSB, Room ll

..
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Campus committees
to undergo evaluation
by Senate members
By JUSTIN KMITCH

and KIM MULHERIN
Staff writers
The Facuhy Senate Tuesday
announced it wilJ begin evaluating senate-elected committees on
the basis of four recommendations of how to organize and classify the committees.
One recommendation for campus committees includes that
senior' committee members
should report to Faculty Senate
once a semester to allow for
questions to be answered.
Senate chair Gail Richard suggested this system is in place,
"but isn't always very effective."
Another recommendation
states that all existing committees
should have and enforce bylaws.
Richard stressed the importance of committees having
bylaws and suggested not
appointing representatives to
committees with no bylaws.
"If you don't present us with

youi byh.1ws, the Faculty Senace
will not appoint a representative,"
Richard said.
"The committee will then be
placed on a list of committees to
be considered later."
Olher
recommendations
include:
• The existing committee structure on campus should be used
when comparing committees.
• The affirmative action advisory
board will look over the committee structure on campus.
This recommendation was
questioned by Richard, who suggested that an advisory board
may not be the best solution.
"An advisory board is an
entirely different animal,"
Richard said.
"They are only appomted by
the group that is seeking advice."
In other senate news, the senate has invited guests to speak at
future senate meetings.
French Fraker, associate professor of educational psychology

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Gail Richard, chair of Faculty Senate, asks a question about committee appointments n,esday afternoon in
the BOG room of Booth Library.
will attend next week's meeting
to discuss the administrative performance appraisal process.
The senate is also anticipating
an update on the athletic depart-

ment from Athletic Ditector
Richard McDuffie at the Jan.27
meeting.
The senate agreed Tuesday to
invite Charles Evans, assistant

vice president for academic
affairs, to update the members
on both the Illinois Articulation
Initiatives and the University
Studies Program.

CAA to review grading policy 'Big time bingo' held tonight

By JUSTIN KMITCH
Administration editor

The
Council
on
Academic Affairs Thursday
will discuss the current
ading
practices of Eastern
IU
,
acuity m~mbers.
·
The· CAA will meet at 2
p.m. in the Arcola ffuscola
Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The meetmg will be the
first CAA meeting of the
semester.
"It's time to get back to
work," said CAA Chair
Mary Durkin Wohlrabe.
Durkin Wohlrabe said the
CAA is expecting to hold a
discussion based on the
findings of the subcommittee on grading procedures.
The discussion is scheduled

~

to be led by Frank
McCormick. chair of the
subcommittee.
"We need to make an
appeal to the chairs to make
the faculty aware of their
grading
procedures,"
Durkin Wohlrabe said. "We
should adhere to what
grades used lo and should
mean. "A" means excellent
and so on. This needs to be
stabilized."
Durkin Wohlrabe said
she believes some faculty
fear their strict grading
policies would affect their
student evaluations at the
end of the semester.
"It's a national issue well
beyond the boundaries of
Eastern's campus," Durkin
Wohlrabe said. "We're trying to reduce the problem

Lulu's narrows down
search to less than
seven suggestions
By JAIME HODGE
City editor
Lulu's search for a new
namesake is getting closer to an
end.
Between 300 to 500 suggested names were received during a
contest to rename Lulu's. said
Cajun specialist Scott Marks.
The contest ran for about
three weeks to a month. The cut

here."
A discussion of the policy on adding new integrated
core classes is also on the
agenda.
"I am hoping to pass a
motion that the CAA will
continue to discourage the
addition of new integrated
core classes. since that is
the position we have taken
for over a year now,"
Durkin Wohlrabe said.
She said the CAA has
opposed the addition of new
core classes because the
integrated core is currently
being reviewed.
•
"It's impossible to review
something when new pieces
keep getting added," Durkin
Wohlrabe said. "Let's finish
the review before we start
all over again."

off date was Dec. 19.
Lulu·s, located at 107 W.
Lincoln St., will announce lheir
new name sometime within a
month, Marks said. There are
five to seven choices remaining.
"Three or four people are
choosing and then there's one
(the president of the corporation) that will have the final
say," Marks said.
"So we've been trying to
contact him everyday to whittle
it down to see who will win."
The winner of the contest will
receive a $1.000 cash prize.
Marks said the responses ranged
from "silly" to ··serious," Marks

LAUREN KRAFT
Activities editor
One of the most celebrated past times
at Eastern is about to kick off tonight in
the Carman Hall Dining Room.
For the first time in 1998, bingo is
back. "Big Time Bingo," as part of
Spring Panther Preview Week, will be
held at 7 p.m. tonight in Cannan Hall.
"Cannan Hall was a change for us,"
said Brent Gage, admissions counselor.
"We hope to bring out a lot of the
Carman folk and of course the other students.''
Adding a new twist to the game, the
Office of Housing and Dining's First
Year Experience program and the Office
of Orientation have recruited "ce1ebrity"
callers to add lo the lineup for tonight.
Eastern President David Joms will be
the first celebrity caller beginning at 7
p.m.

said.
"Some of them were just
thrown down on paper," Marks
said. "Some didn't give a little
thought and some did. We kind
of got a little bit of everything."
Two of the more popu lar
entries were "Rajun Cajun'" and
"Gators", Marks said, but both
names have already been used in
names of restaurants elsewhere
in the U.S.
The remaining choices are
not being disclosed at this time,
Marks said.
"'Tt's aJI hush-hush." Marks
said. "'We don't want people getting excited."

Other bingo callers include Athletic
Director Richard McDuffie, Lou
Hencken. vice president for student
affairs; Rick Samuel, men's basketball
coach; John Klein, women's basketball
coach; John Flynn, director of financial
aid; and Elizabeth Hitch, dean <>f college
education and professional studies.
Admission to the event is free for all
students in hopes of bnngiog in a large
group and being as successful as the
University Board.
'The UB usually has lots of success,"
said Gage. "Our goal was to get administration and faculty to interact with students and have fun."
Gage said more than $500 iri prizes
will be awarded. including laundry detergent, mouthwash, board games, CD's,
movies and a Game Boy with games.
The games will continue until the
prizes run out, which Gage assures will
not be early.

ANNA BET2ELBERGER/Photo editor
The Cajun resta11ra111, formerly Jawwn as Lulu's, renuzins i1ameless as
rhey search for original ideas from rhe community 10 aid in its renaming.

NOW OPEN 10AM DAILY FOR LUNCH!!!!
Medium
1 Topping
Pizza

$500+iax

Large
1 Topping
Pizza

$6~0

1'112 <tth St.
Restaurant &
Charleston
Banquet Facility
16 oz Drafts $1.75 -'-'WE'-"'2D"'-=L~=:....:=o;=-===
Daiqutn's $2.05 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Bar Mixers $2 05 Beef Brisket Sandwich $3.25
ML & BL Veggie or Chicken Quesadilla $4.50
Express L1mclJ MetUI Available

Wed. Dinner S ecial Beef Brisket Pfate 6.50

..

ew uilding missing a few minor details
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More registration
touch-tone lines,
organization a plus

T

he new touch-tone registration system being
implimented for fall registration should help
relieve some registration woes.
Changes will be made to the current touchtone registration system so fewer students will be
registering on a single day.
Currently, students register on a day specificed
by the number of hours they have accumulated.
Graduate students register first. on down to
freshman registering for
the first time.
The new registration
system will divide students of the same year by the last digit of theIT
social security number. For example, juniors with
the last digit of their social secmity number of
zero or one will register on 1he first day available
for Juniors. and on down the line of rsocial security digits until the numbers reach sophomores.
The registralion process will take five weeks
for all students to have an opportunity to register.
The new system will go into affect for the fall
registration. and the social security numbers will
be rotated so all students have the chance to register on the first day available for their year in
school.
With the changes, students should be able to
get through registration more quickly and efficiently.
However, as with any new system, there are
bound to be some potential problems.
The registration office needs to be aware that
no new system is perfect and should be ready for
possible flaws.
Once registration is complete in the spring
semester, members of the registration office
should take time to evaluate how well the new
touch-tone system is working and be ready to
make modifications, if necessary.
If the registration system goes through as
planned, students can only benefit from the new
system.
Students should be able to get through the
touch-tone lines more quickly and register for
classes without having to redial the registration
number throughout the morning, as all students
have so grown accustomed to doing over the
years.
Hopefully the new system will help students
register for classes without the long wait, and
make the registration system more efficient.

F

or lhose fe\\ students who
remember wandering the corridors of Buzzard Buildmg back
in the 1994-95 school year. we
can probably all say the new
building is a vast improvemenc
from the old one.
Because the last lime classes
were offered in Buzzard was sev- REAGAN BRANHAM
era) years ago, many students Regular columnist
probably don't remember the old
building, and may not have ever
been in it.
To refresh some memories and to enlighten those students who were not here three years ago. the old Buzzard
Building was nothing like the one we roam through today.
The old Buzzard Building halls were lined with lockers,
reminding students of the high school that it once was.
The classrooms were large, but contained none of the
modem amenities that the rooms now have. The classrooms did not have new computers for each desk, plus one
for the professor and did not have the new TVs and other
teaching equipment.
The pre-renovated Buzzard Hall was basically an old
building full of old things.
While the old building probably holds many dear memories for those who spent their time there, the new building is without a doubt a much better facility to teach and
learn in.
Buzzard now has computer labs with the most up-todate computer equipment available and new desks and
chairs.
But with all the new equipment and furniture, Buzzard
is still missing a few things from the old Buzzard Building
that are needed to make the move complete.
For example, the classrooms do not have clocks on the
walls.
Although clocks are not absolutely necessary in an
institution of higher education, they are sometimes nice to

have around m case ~omeone 1';-mterested in the ume.
Some of the clas:.rooms also
"The old
arc missmg a desk or podium for
Bu-:,zard
the professor at the front of the
room.
Building was
Again. while professors can
nothing like the teach
without a desk or podium.
one we roam
many professors would probably
through today." prefer to have one in the room, at
least for show.
One addition to Buzzard HalJ
that the old building did not have
is a student lounge. For anyone wanting a place to hang
out in the new facility, the lounge is located in the main
entrance of the building. Any student is free to use this
lounge to study or just hang out for a while.
Only one problem: So far there is no furniture for students to study on in the study lounge. The lounge is missing tables, chairs, couches, everything that someone would
use in a lounge.
Just a minor detail, but one of enough importance that
something should be done about it.
The entire Buzzard Hall also is missing decorations for
the walls. Maybe the administration wants to keep the
building looking brand new for as long as possible, but it
would be nice to have something on the walls to make the
building look like it is inhabited.
With a little bit of extra work, maybe some of the additions can be made to the building soon to help all those
who work or learn in Buzzard Hall.
Even without these extras in the building, classes and
learning will still go on. But having things such as clocks
and furniture in the building would certainly make the
educational process easier for both students and professors.

- Reagan Branham is editor in chieffor The Daily Eastern
News. Her e-mail address is curlb4@pen.eiu.edu.

Ed I. tori· al

This hitteth the nail on the head.

- John Heywood

HE'S M~KIN6

Former student wants
to see departments
remaio independent
Dear editor:
I recently learned of the university's
plan to combine the botany and zoology departments into a School of
Biology. I do not feel this is a good idea
now, or in the future. How can the
University even consider eliminating
the largest botany program in the state
of Illinois? This makes no sense to me.
I looked for a college with a strong
botany depamnenL I feel I made a very
wise decision in choosing Eastern.
From August 1977 to June 1982. I took
numerous botany classes and obtained
a S.S. in botany in June 1981. I have
nothing bul wonderful memo1 ic::i. of my
botany classes and professors at EiC.
Dr. Ebinger, Dr. A!7cni, Dr. Whiteside,
Dr. Scott and many mher:. made the
classes I took at EIU interesting and
worthwhile. The classes were and are
the foundation l have used in a career
as a naturalist - interpreter with the
National Park Service. Although I no
longer live in Illinois, the foundation

your turn
from Eastern's botany department has
served me well while living in the
Chihuahuan and Great Basin deserts.
As a park ranger with the National Park
Service, I have helped visitors learn
about the plants of the parks. I am able
to teach them about the plants because
of the foundation I received from the
excellent botany department at Eastern.
There will always be a need for botany
in the world as long as there are parks,
nurseries, landscape businesses,
schools, etc. The world is what it is
today because of its diversity. By combining two excellent separate departments into one the university will be
losing some of its diversity and become
like so many other .. biology" only universities.
Although the bOtan) department at
Eastern is small. it is one with national
sumding. How can the university seriously consider eliminating one of
Eastern "s "claims to fame?" Any student interested in the life sciences will
never confuse botany and zoology, a
merger is not necessary.

I have been told the university feels
the merger would encourage research
compatibility between the departments.
While at EIU I took both zoology and
botany classes. I had excellent professors in both departments. One of the
things that made them great was the
cooperation between the two departments. A merger does not insure cooperation, only excellent professors and
students do. Although many of the professors I had while at Eastern have now
retired, I am sure they were replaced
with equally talented people. Eastern
has always had excellent professors in
both departments. They compliment
each other. without a merger forcing
the issue.
Saving a few thousand dollars does
not necessarily make H a good idea. I
feel if the university truly examines this
issue. they will see the university will
best be served by maintaining separate
zoology and botany departments. I
loved my yea~ at Eastern and would
hate to see one 01 the things that made
it so special disappear.

Jody Palmer Davila
Big Bend National Park, Texas
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Auditor: Taxpayers
cheated out of more
than $7 million
SPRINGPIELD. Ill. lAP)"Taxpayers \\ere cheated out of
more than the $7.8 million pre\ iously suggested under a welfare
contract with some of Gov. Jim
Edgar's higgest campaign donors. a
witness in a comiption trial testified
Tuesda).
James Donkin, the fonncr chief
auditor for the Illinois Public Aid
Department, testified the state wao;
bilked out of much more money b)
Management Services of Illinois
Inc.. a tin11 convicted of fraud.
"If it was obtained by fraucL in
my opinion, there'd be substantially
more money owed the state:· he
said.

Donkin's testimony came in !he
trial of James B-erger. a Public Aid
deputy director on unpaid ]eave.
Berger allegedly played an instrumental role in a lucrati\ e December
1993 contract renegotiation that
nencd MSI millions ofdoUars.
The $7.8 million figure for
improper payments \\as first 'Cited
in Februar:Y h) fllinois Public Aid
Department Director Robert
Wright during a hearing with the
bipartisan Legislative Audit
Commission. Wright. who later
resigned, said the figure was based
on an incomplete report but that
agency auditors did not think the
final figure would increase.

Ai."'INA BETZELBERGER/ Associate Photo editor

Let me hear you say ... ··

Students panicipate in the Y.M.C.A. cu the Harlem Globetrotter Game Tuesday night in Lanr: Gymnasium.
The Globetrotters played agaimr rhe New York Nationals. See story page 12.

Former U.S. senator under scrutiny Peoria CAT/ UAW continue
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CHICAGO (AP) - Angry
over male dominance on Capitol
Hill, women voters plucked Carol
Moseley-Braun from an obscure
county office and made her a
political star: the first black
woman U.S. senator.
Six years later. she's no longer
the fresh face that beamed from
magazine covers and televisions
in what became known as "The
Year of the Woman."
Controversies ranging from a
visit with an African dictator to
questions about her campaign
spending have put MoseleyBraun in a fight for political sur-

viva!.
"Carol Moseley-Braun is probably the most vul.nerable sittin~
senator anywhere m lhe country.'
declares Bob Kjellander, a
Republican National Committee
member.
Moseley-Braun escaped the
embarrassment of a Democratic
challenger in Illinois' March 17
primary.
But the primary, in which
Republicans Loleta Didrickson
and Peter Fitzgerald are fighting
for the nomination to run against
her, could provide an early clue
about her chances for a second
term.
Some Democrats openly root
for Fitzgerald, a millionaire state
senator, saying his conservative
views on abortion and gun control could make him easier to
beat.

contract negotiations

"That's why I want Peter
Fitzgerald to win the Republican
primary," ~eclares u.s. Rep.
Danny Davis, D-111., a MoseleyBraun supporter.
Moseley-Braun isn't the only
woman senator facing a tough
road back to Capitol Hill.
In both California and
Washington, women Senate candidates rode to victory on a tide
of anger over the Senate confirmation hearings for Supreme
Court Justice Clarence Thomas.
In California, Sen. Barbara
Boxer, who as a suburban San
Francisco congresswoman Jed a
march on the Senate to protest
the Thomas hearings. now leads
three prospective Republican
rivals in that state's Field Poll.
But she has been unable to
muster 50 percent support for
herself in the poll

PEORIA. Ill. (AP)
Caterpillar Inc. and its biggest
United Auto Workers local
reached a deal Tuesday on disputes at Peoria-area factories, a
big step toward the two sides
resuming company-wide negotiations.
" It's a relief that it's over
with," said Jim Clingan. president of UAW Local 974. ''People
think this was a giant step ... but
the big step comes with central
bargaining where there are more
complex issues."
The agreement in principle is
Caterpillar's fourth local deal.
following agreements reached in
Decatur, 111; Memphis and
Denver. If the two sides can
reach local agreements in
Aurora and Pontiac, Hl .. they

can resume work on a new contract.
Union officials say they
expect Caterpillar to make a new
contract offer once the local
issues, such as grievance procedures and overtime, are resolved.
Caterpillar and the UAW have
not had a contract since
September !991. The UAW has
staged two long, bitter strikes
and numerous walkouts during
that time, but Caterpillar has
managed to keep going and
make more money than ever.
The two sides have been
divided by such issues as job
security. lower pay for some new
workers, giving the company
greater control of workers'
schedules and limitations on
union activity.

Ex-Mitsubishi official claims he Was told to distort the truth
BLOOMINGTON, Ill. (AP) A fom1er human resources manager for Mitsubishi said in his resignation letter lhac he was pressured
to distort lhe truth and inflate the
company's progress in fighting
sexual harassment.
Art Zintek's Oct. 10 letter said
he was"extremely angry" over

being told to inflate Mitsubishi's
accomplishments in an interview
with Newsweek magazine about
changes proposed by consultant
Lynn Martin, the fonner U.S. labor
secretary.
"I have been coached to imply a
degree of change within our organization ... which does not exist,"

Zintek wrote in the letter, which is
part of lhe court file on lhe harassment allegations.
Zintek did not do the
Newsweek interview, choosing to
resign rather than take part in '"this
obvious effort to rehabilitate Lynn
Martin's reputation," he wrote.
Mitsubishi spokeswoman Gael

O'Brien denied Zintek's claims.
"At no time has the company
provided any misleading information about the work being undertaken," she said Tuesday. " A n d
at no time has any employee been
asked to overstate or misrepresent
lhe company's progress." Reached
at his home, Zintek declined to

comment beyond saying, "I really
lhink the letter speaks for itself."
The U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Comm-ission is suing
Mitsubishi Motor Manufacturing
of America Inc., claiming the company aLiowed some 300 women to
suffer humiliating harassment and
discrimination at its NonnaJ plant.

AT GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC ...

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus
(Located across frorp the Union on 7th Street)
~Now uasingfor FALL '98
• 1, 2, & 3 Bedrm
Furnished Units
•Free Parking
•Free Trash

• Central AC

•Balconies
•Laundry
•Dishwashers
-.i'V'V~

(F'~

Vi.sit

advertising in the
daily easter.ti. news
promotes family
togetherness.
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\Ve Are Continuing

Spinal Check-Up Month
Through February
To celebrate, ·we are offering-- - - - - - - .
to peifonn our services on
your first vJSit absolutely
free• with chis certificate!

This includes consultation,
exammau n treatment.
dica ed

y.

w

~LIMITED

do

2&3

1
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Bedroom
Apartments
Left Act Fast!!

2 I 1 ) 1Rth Strf>Pt C:harlP ton

2115 18th Street, Charleston
•)>.,. pati<nu onl).

CALL 345-4065
Cd'lllk:ltlt mast bo .,.....n1rd on ftm vblt. £xplra 212&198

vlsl. Elcpires ~7
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Human cloning possibility grabs nation's attention
CHICAGO (AP) - The first
time Richard Seed made public his
plan, there were some titters and
amused looks. He told a scientific
panel he was about to take one
giant step foiward for mankind: He
would create the first human clone.
"Clones are going to be fun. I
can't wait to make two or three of
my own self," he blithely
announced as he stood in the audience at a Chicago law school symposium on reproduction. That
December day, his words stirred
little debate.
The next time Richard Seed
announced his plan, the world

gasped.
The 69-year-old physicist's declaration last week on National
Public Radio that he would open a
human cloning clinic in the
Chicago area unleashed a furor
from the White House and Capitol
Hill to the halls of academe and the
editorial pages.
President
Clinton
has
denounced Seed's plan and urged
Congress to pass the bill he sent
there last year after Scottish scientists cloned the adult sheep Dolly;

the measure would ban similar procedures on humans for at least five
years.
And on Monday. 19 European
countries signed an agreement to
prohibit cloning, reflecting global
concerns about the issue. The New
York Tl.Illes has weighed in with an
editorial about the physicist titled,
"The Bad Seed."
"He's the Kevorkian of
cloning;• declared Arthur Caplan,
director of the Center for Bioethics
at the University of Pennsylvania.
"He's a figure on the fringe. He
fulfills people's nightmares of what
would happen if the wrong people
got their hands on cloning."
Seed's older brother, John, a
doctor in Princeton, NJ., said he is
"violently opposed" to the plan and
thinks while cloning is technologically possible, his brother is going
about it the wrong way.
"He's bombastic and boastful."
John Seed said in a telephone interview Monday. "He doesn't make a
good impression on people. He's
not one to assuage emotions."
Seed, who has no medical
degree, no money and no institu-

Severns wants to ban human cloning
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) - Sen. Penny
Severns said she will introduce legislation
Wednesday to ban human cloning, less than a
week after a potential opponent in the secretary
of state's race called for similar action.
Severns joined the list of politicians - from
President Clinton to members of Congress reacting to statements last week by Chicago-area
scientist Richard Seed. The self-described eccentric said he is trying to get the money co set up an
independent clinic to produce human clones
within two years.
"Human cloning puts us all on the edge of a
very dangerous cliff that we do not want to fall

tional backing, remains undeterred.
He claims the same medical opposi tion arose against test-tube
babies. and that in time. science
will embrace cloning as a legitimate treatment for infertility.
"New things of any kinds mechanical. biological, intellectual
- always rend to create fear and
abhorrence." he told reporters who

off of as a society." a Severns statement said.
Severns is a Democratic candidate for secretary of state.
Last Thursday, Robert Churchill, a key House
Republican leader and GOP secretary of state
candidate, pushed to revive a similarly proposed
ban that stalled last spring in the House.
Former state Rep. Al Salvi, another
Republican seeking to be secretary of state, said
he opposed cloning and supported legislation to
ban the procedure.
But Salvi said the issue is "too important for
us to allow politicians to demagogue" and irrelevant to the secretary of state's office.

gathered last week outside his
modest brick home in suburban
Chicago.
"Then the subject becomes tolerated ... and enthusiastically
endorsed," he added. "I think the
same thing will happen with
human cloning."
But Seed's record makes him an
unlikely candidate to play godfa-

ther to a revolution in human
reproduction.
The son of a prominent surgeon
and brolher of two medical doctors, Seed has for decades been
speaking at conferences. writing
papers, conducting animal experiments and pitching money-making
ventures that often didn't gel off
the ground.

Lawmakers question Illinois lottery
Researchers keep cells
contract payments totaling $27 million young with gene transfer

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) The nlinois Lottery overstepped its
bounds by paying three contractors
$27 million without getting the
General Assembly's approval first,
several lawmakers charged
Tuesday.
The
Legislative
Audit
Commission questi(\ned Lottery
Director Lori Montana about qiaking direct payments to the companies to distribute tickets, manage
online computer lottery services
and lease vending machines for
instant tickets. The payments were
made during a 12-month period
ending June 30, 1996.
The companies are paid directly
from lottery revenues instead of
from the state treasury, where the
payments would be subject to leg-

islative oversight.
Illinois Auditor General
William Holland said the direct
payment method goes against state
law, which requires the lottery·to
go through the legislative appropriation process and submit vouchers
before paying contractors.
The only exception is for sales
agents, who can keep a portion of
their lottery revenues as commission before passing on the rest to
the state, Holland said.
"These three contractors do not
collect lottery revenues. As a
result, there is no similar purpose
served by the department's circumventing the traditional procedures
for collection, deposit and payment of stare monies," Holland
said.

Montana said the lottery has
paid its online computer manager
and ticket distributor directly for
many years. The system allows the
contractors to get weekly payments instead of waiting the normal 30-day state cycle, she said.
The agency feared the contractors would charge the state more
for their services if forced to wait
longer for payments, she said.
"I think this was a business
practice that the Illinois Lottery
thought was not only legal but a
good business practice," Montana
said.
Still, Illinois Attorney General
Jim Ryan issued an opinion in
November that said the agency
does not have authority for its current method of payments.

WASHINGTON (AP) Texas researchers say they may
have found the "cellular fountain
of youth," an enzyme that in laboratory experiments causes human
cells to avoid the normal process
of aging and cell death.
The finding by researchers at
the Uaiversity of TBxas
Southwestern Medical' Center in
Dallas won't make people any
younger or allow them to live forever but scientists said it could
conceivably keep them healthier
longer.
"This process may increase the
normal health span, but not the
normal life span," said Dr. Jerry
Shay of the University of Texas,
the lead researcher. "We 're not

saying that this will give people
something to make them live
longer."
Shay said Tuesday the work
confirms that cells can be kept
youthful far beyond their normal
life span by blocking a natural
aging and dying process.
B)"Jceeping the cells alive and
divlding, he said, it may be possible to control age-related disorders ranging from skin wrinkling
to some types of blindness to cardiovascular disease.
Though it is still in the furure,
Shay said the work could lead to
drugs that will stop the cells from
dying and, thus. preserve the
functioning of parts of the body
that normally decline with age.
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: 0!161~".Thin Grust One Topping
I pizza ISJUSt
I
I
16" Thin Crust One Topping Pizza is$ 9.85.

$8.85

ls now iring Ad
Representatives...
apply in the beautiful
new Buzzard building
•
in room 1811.
·'

Two 16" Thin Crust One Topping Pizzas are just $16.85
I
I
Good 7Days aWeek on Carry-Out
I
through Feb. 7, 1998 at:
I
I
Charleston
I
90918th Street
348-7515
I
I
I Topping excludes extra cheese. Extra Toppings available at an additional charge.
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CAMPUS REC SHORTS
E.l.U.

CAMPUS RECREATION
STUDENT RECREATION (ENTER • 581-2821
Facility Recreation Hours
Spring 1998
Facility

Student Rec Center

• UPCOMING INTRAMURAL EVENTS •

Mon-Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

6am-12mid

10am-12mid

12pm-12mid

7pm-12am
7:30pm-10pm

lpm~l2am

12pm-12am
2pm-5pm

(SRCA.antz will close at IOpm starting llonday, Narch 1JJ

Lantz Building*
Lantz Pool*

2pm-5pm

(6:00pm-10pm starting Feb. 11)

Lantz fieldhouse* 6pm-12am{Wed.only) Ipm-12am

12pm-12am

Racquetball Courts
6am-12am
10am-12am
(Exc~pt durifW class hn.Ha,,.Thuts.)
Lantz Equipment Room 7:30am-10pm
Closed

12pm-12am
Closed

(8pm-/Opm, Mar 13-Hay 1)

'Athletic events will take priority.

Sport
Entry Accepted
Basketball (H, W, MS'-10
Wed., Jan. 14
Indoor Soccer (M,W)
Wed., Jan. 21
Wallyball (M,W) .
Wed., Jan. 21
Tournament
Entry Accepted
Racquetball Singles
fri., Jan. 16
Special Events
Entry Accepted
Schick 3on 3(M,W)
Tues., Jan. 13
free Throws
Enter "on the spot"
)

11=/'len's . W-Women's
WELLNESS CENTER

CR=Co-Re<

4
"

.,,

•• All Participants must have a valid EIU l.D. to partitiHte ••

2nd Door of the Student Rec Cent~r

/

Hours: 3-7pm, Mon.-Thurs., and by appointment. Services include: Body Fat
Composition, Exercise Prescription, Equipment Orientation, and Wellness Programming
such as nutrition, smoking cessation, stress reduction, weight lifting, and much more!
for information, please call 581-2820.
I

' "'"' '"".: '"""""""'"-'Fitness Mileage'Club • •

Deadline
Tues., Jan. 20
Tues., Jan. 27
Tues., Jan. 27
Deadline
Fri., Jan. 23
Deadline
fri., Jan. 16
Thurs., Jan. 22

11

·, .. , · · · J,

Monitor your progress in the activity or fitness plan of your choice. Membership fee--$5.
Those who complete I00 miles will receive aT-shirt. Applications &information are
available at the SRC office. Charting begins the 1st week of the semester, so don't delay!

SPRING AEROBICS SCHEDULE
Mondar-Thursdax
Area
6:05 a.m.
Morning aerobics Aerobics Room
3:30 p.m.
Awesome Abs
Aerobics Room
4:00 p.m.
Step
Aerobics Room
4:00 p.m.
Rocket
Enclosed Gym
5:30 p.m.
Awesome Abs
Aerobics Room
6:00 p.m.
Basic Step
Aerobics Room
7:00 p.m.
Step
Aerobics Room
8:00 p.m.
Funk
Aerobics Room
Frid ax
Area
3:30-4:30 p.m.
Step
Aerobics Room
Saturdax & Sundax
Area
3:00-4:30 p.m.
Step;1one
Aerobics Room
AQUA-AEROBICS

Campus Recreation offers awater workout in the Lantz Pool Monday through
friday at 6:30 p.m. (S-opm beginning Fe/J.11.) The workout is filled with
cardiovascular, thigh, abdominal, and all-over body conditioning.
SELF-DEFENSE/MARTIAL ARTS

Campus Recreation will offer afree weekly progressive
Self-Defense I Martial Arts program. Participants may Join at any time •
during the semester, but are encouraged to attend all sessions,
January 20 through March 10 ··Tuesdays at 7:00 p.m.

RACQUETBALL SINGLES

Entries accepted fri., jan.16 through fri., Jan 23. Play begins Mon.,
Jan. 'i6. PartidparitsJchoose aMon., Tues.,.Wed., or Thurs. night ' ·
tournament. Single elimination format. Matches consist of
the best two out of three games to 21 -- Must win by 2.

J-

WANTED/I!
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS
Campus Recreation is now taking applications for Spring Semester Tearn Sports
Offidals. THESE ARE PAID POSITIONS! Officials are needed for
Basketball and Indoor Soccer. While experience ishelpful, it is not mandatory.
Officials training is provided. Individuals may play and officiate! It's agreat wa
to earn some extra cash!!! Stop by or call the Intramural Office
for applications and/or details: 581-7000.

(SCHICK) 3-0N-3 BASKETBALL

Entries are accepted Tues., Jan. 13 through fri., Jan. 16. Play begins
Tues., Jan. 20 in the SIC. Men's &Women's divisions. Tearns consist of
three players and one substitute. All ~ coUtlt for 2points.
Tournamentwinner'•inces to the Rtf!na1 Tournament.
.

-

For more lntfamural Sports
information or deatil, ~pi•se call
/

~ 581-7ob0 ~.

·-·'"~·
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

STAFF NEEDED IN SMALL RESIDENTIAL SITES SERVING 4-6
RESIDENTS WITH DEVELOP·
MENTAL DISABILITIES. Monday
through Friday evening and midnight shifts or weekend shifts
available. Flexible scheduling
also available. No experience
necessary. Paid training 1s provided. Apphcallons may be obtained
at CCAR IT'ldustries, 825 18th
Street, Charleston, IL 61920
E.O.E.

CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
EMPLOYMENT" Discover how to
work in exotic locations, meet fun
people, white earning a hvtng in
these exciting industries! For
employment information, call:
517-324·3090 EXT. C57381.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1(16
FREE T-SHIRT + $1000 Credit
card fundraisers for fraternities.
sororities & groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
1129
$5 OONISA application. Call 1·
BRIAN'S PLACE NIGHT CLUB &
800-932-0528 ext 65. Qualifted
SPORTS BAA HELP WANTED
callers receive FREE T-SHIRT
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/14
for Security, wattresses. & D.J.
positions. Apply In person 2100
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY·
Broadway, Mattoon. 234-4151.
MENT· Work 1n America's
1116
Nalionat Parks, Forests & W1ldhle
VOLUNTEE~YMNASTIC
Preserves. Competitive wages +
INSTRUCTORS URGENTLY
bonuses! Ask us how! Call
needed for aero-limps• program.
Outdoor Employment Resources:
Tuesday 4-7 p.m./Thursday 4·6
517-324-3109 Ext. N57382.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110
p.m. Call Dr. Scott A.G M.
Crawford. 581-6363.
TED'S IS ACCEPTING APPLI_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16
CATIONS for bartenders and
NOW HIRING SUMMER STAFF
bouncers. Applications can be
for Girl Scout Resident Camp.
filled out Thursday January 18 at
Certified lifeguards, cooks. coun· . Ted's 102 N. 6th from 1-3 p.m.
selors, unit leaders, program
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/15
directors and LPN/EMT openings
Camp is located outside Ottawa,
II on 260 wooded acres. Only
those serious e.bout working wlth
thtt yo4th of today whlle
DORM SIZED REFRIGERATOR.
learning/leaching valuable out820 LINCOLN 348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/4
door living skills need apply. June
21, 1998· August 1. 1998.
Complete training provided.
Minorities encouraged to apply.
For application write or call:
TGSC, 1533 Spencer Road,
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
Joliet,
IL 60433
or 815-723·3449.
mailing our circulars No experi___
___
_ _ _ _514
ence Required. Free Information
HONG KONG HOUSE NOW
packet. Call 410-347-1475.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2112
HIRING. APPLY IN PERSON .
1505 18TH ST.
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/20
Porches, Cadillacs, Chevy's,
FRONT
OFFICE
CLERK·
BMW's, Corvette's. Also Jeeps,
Charleston Recreation Dept. is
4WD's. You r Area. Toll Free 1seeking a part-time Front Office
800-218-9000 Ext. A-2262 for
Clerk. Applicants should be very
current listings.
responsible and possess good
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/14
clerical and communication skills.
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes
Typing, telephone and computer
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
experience desired. Job Involves
Tax, Repo's. Your area Toll Free
a to1 of public contact. Approx.
(1) 800-218-9000 H-2263 for cur15-25 hours per week. Flexible
rent listings.
schedule would be helpful.
-------,,.--,-1114
Starting pay $5.15-$5.30 per hr.
FREE CASH GRANTS! College
Apply in person M·F 9·5 at 520
Scholarships. Business. Medical
Jackson Street in Charleston, IL.
Bills. Never Repay. Toll frea 1No phone calls. Position open
800-218-9000 Ext. G-2262
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/14
until filled. EOE.

Services Ottered

Make Money

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16

EARN $750 • $1500/ WEEK
Raise all the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA Fundraiser on your campus. No investment & very little
time obligation. so why not call
for information today. Call 1-800323-8454 x 95.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1115
JANITORIAL SERVICE SEEKS
MATURE work oriented, energetic help! Flex hours GOOD pay
available to right persons. Call
Peggy 345-6757.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/15

For Rent

1 EFFICIENCY & LARGE 1 BEDROOM apt. available Fall 98. 12
month lease. Efficiency $250, 1
bedroom, $310. Located 411
Harrison, 217-897-6266
,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16

Classified Ad Form
Name:_ _ _____________~Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad. _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
Payment:

'..J Cash

NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98-99
school year. $235/ mo 12 mo
lease, no pets. Call 345-3148.
5/4
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
HOUSE available immed·ately.
$405/ month. Trash pick-up and
security deposit. 345-4010.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _514
2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
near campus. Reasonable. 3452416.
_ _ _ _ _ _1/16
ORCHARD PARK APART·
MENTS. 3 large bedrooms for 34 people near campus. Call Can
348-7935.
--------~1, {16
LARGE 3 BEDROOM APART·
MENT in quiet building at 300
Hamson for Fall '98. $180 per
month per person. 1 O month
lease. water and trash paid. Call
David
McGrady
at _
348-8258.
___
___
_ _ _514
2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
APARTMENTS furnished. Trash
p/u included. 2 blocks from campus. Call 348-0350 .
---------~5/4
NICELY FURNISHED 2 BED·
ROOM house with pool table.
$2251 each for 2. 348-0288.
_ _.;._..._~__,,.___ _ 1/14
BRAND NEW 3 BEDROOM APT.
OFF SQUARE. Available immediately. Water and trash included.
Call 345-9139 or 345-2702.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1116
GIRLS ONE OR TWO BED·
ROOM furnished apartments. 10
month lease. No pets. 9-4, 345·
5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98-99
school year. No pets. $235/ mo12 month lease. Call 345-3148.

__________

5~

MACARTHUR MANOR APARTMENTS now leasing for Fall '98,
2 bedroom furnished apt. 345·
2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/4
GIRLS FURNISHED HOUSE for
7-9, 10 month lease. No pets,
laundry, 9-4, 345-5048.
1116
BRITTANY RIDGE 3 BEDROOM
House for rent by owner. 780.00
per month/divided
Prefer
females (630) 372-8282
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
BEST VALUE. FURNISHED 2
bedroom apartment. Garbage
included. 10 month lease. $250
each. 348-0288

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/30

INDIVIDUAL ROOMS FOR MEN·
Furnished- Bed & Chest.
Common areas furnished. Call
348-8870. Close to campus.
___________ 1/16

The Daily Eastern News

no. wordsfdays

For Rent

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

!J Check

'..J Credit

Check number _ _ _ _ __

Phone; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student 0 YesO No
Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

3 BEDROOM HOUSE AVAIL·
ABLE Fall 98. $210/person (3
occupants) 12 month lease. 811
North 4th St. 217-897-6266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/16
ROOMS FOR RENT- Women
only. Large house fully tum. central NC. Many extras. 1 blk. from
union. $230 inc. Util. House 345·
5692. Pat Novak (630)789-3772.
---------~214

ACROSS
1 Kaput
s Poet Teasdale
and others
10 1102 on a
monument
14 "H oly--•·
15 N autical
direction
· •.16 Ex1ended period
11 "I needed 1t
yesterday· abbr.
18 South Pac1f1c
kingdom
19 Aquarium
20 Dom1no
products
23 Mortarboard
component
24 More
sp1re-t1nghng

FALL, 5, 4, 3, 2 bedroom houses,
213 bedroom apartments Close
to campus, 348-5032

__________213

BRAND NEW 3 BEDROOM APT.
oH square. Avail. 1mmed1ately.
Water and trash incl. Call 345·
9139 or 345-2702
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1'16
NOW RENTING for Fall 98. 1.2.
and 3 bedrooms. Great location.
Fully furnished. 345-2516.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/20
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. ONE,
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
GREAT LOCATION. 345·6000
514
THREE & FOUR BEDROOM
house & apartments close to
campus. Call 345-6621

~--------~5/4

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
HOUSE available Immediately.
$405/month. Trash pick-up and
secunty deposit. 345-4010

5/4
FALL 98. NEW 3 BEDROOM, 2
bath. Washer/dryer. Duplex, $275
per person. No pets, no parties.
Prefer grad students. 348-8821
1/20
-=-s1-N""'G..,.LE~A"'"PT~.""'B_A....,.S,....,IC,...,F:=".'U""'R~NISH-

ING, heatfwater provided. SP
semester $250. Dave, 345-2171.
9 a.m.- 11 a.m.
,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/4
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS.
1611 9th St. One block east Old
Main. Now leasing for Summer
98. and 98, 99 school year.
Completely furnished, heat and
garbage included. OH street parking, 9 month individual leasing.
345-7136

5/4

A-V-A-ILA,....:...,,B..,..L.,....E.....,F....,.O....,.R...,F.,..A-LL.......,..98-."'7"0NE,
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
GREAT LOCATION. 345·6000.
5/4
7_1_0...,B,..,.U,....,C..,..H....,.A...,N..,..AN....,..-2-B=E=-=D""R""oo='Ms
upstairs, 1 bedroom downstairs.
$800/ month/10 month lease. Fall
98. 345-8547.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27

Sublessors
MACARTHUR MANOR APARTMENTS 1 girl, upperclassman, to
share a 2 bedroom furnished apt.
345-2231.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/4

FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
ASAP. Own room. close to campus. fully furnished. $225/month.
Call Dani 348-6685

Eastern News

Travel

Announcements

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING
BREAK! Break away to the
hottest action in Florida- Where
guys meet girls! One of the
newest motels on the ocean,
AAA· rated, beach volleyball.
pool and wet bar open 24 hours
B.y.o.b.· STUDENTS only! Call 1800-682·0919 http://www.daytonamotel.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30

LIVE AT STU'S, HELLO DAVE ..
Thurs. Jan. 15 Live at STU'S,
HELLO DAVE, drink specials.
1/14

Lost &Found
LADIES SILVER RING FOUND 2
months ago near Health
Services. 348-6206.
1/16

For Sale
SAUDER ENTERTAINMENl'
CENTER. 5 ft wtde, 4 ft high, 19
1/2 inches deep. Will hold 27 Inch
TV $75.00 348-1167
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1114
LOFT ONLY $50 fits Lawson,

J_A_N_U_A_R_Y_C,....L..,...EA--RA-N,,.C=-E~SALEl

25°0 ott tapestnes 3· wickj candles, 011 lamps, all cigars &
accessories at Calliope Court,
706 Jackson, Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/20
FREE CASH GRANTS! College.
Scholarships. Business. Madical
Biils. Never Repay. Toll free 1800-218·9000 Ext. G-2262
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1(14

Personals
THE LADIES OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA wo1.1ld like to
welcome everyone back. Have a
great semester\
-_1114
CONGRATULATIONS TO JOHN
KEENAN
AND
JACKIE
BERNARD on getting lavaliered.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1114

Andrews and Pemberton. Call . - - - - - - - - - -. .
348-0615.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
Tax. Repo's . REO's. Your area.
Toll Free (1)800-218-9000 ~I H2262 for current llsllngs.
-------~~1/14
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porches, Cadillacs, Chevy's,
BMW's, Corvette's. Also Jeeps.
4WD's. Your area. Toll Free 1800-218-9000 Ext.A-2262.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/14

This

camous clips~=
DELTA SIGMA THETA Spring Rush today at 7 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room. Business attire required, Please be
prompt.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER MEETING: EIU for life today at 5:30
p.m. in Coleman Room 109 A. Those interested in a trip to
Washington D.C. Right to Lile march should attend.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE Coffee house today at 7 p.m. at the
Christian Campus House. Everyone is welcome.
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES Bible Study today at
7 p.m. in the MLK Charleston/Mattoon room.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Business meeting today at 5:30 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon room. Welcome back. Lets get ready for a great
semester. Next week starts Spring Rush. Call Keri at 345-6536 if you
can't attend.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER ASB Committee Meeting today at
6 p.m. at Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass today at 9 p.m. in Newman
Chapel.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1122

Roommates
ROOMMATES NEEDED. Nonsmoking female looking for roommate (or roommates) for 98-99
school year. Call Diane 348-6610
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16

26 Dutch export
29 Pans pomp
31 Back talk
34Moneyput
aside, for short
35 Do dock work
36 Suppositions
40 Washington
V.l.P.
41 Poke fun at
42 It'll get you there
P D.Q
43 Artist
ToulouseLautrec
44 Headlands
47 "You don't think
I'd dOJt, do
you?"
49 They may be
found in
midstream

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any noo-profjt campus prganjzational event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News 01f1ce by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday ts deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.

53 Part of a string
56 'Get a--!"
58 Teheran native
59 Decorattve
case
eo "Seven Years in
Tibet" star
61 Florentine
literary giant
62 40-Across.
informally
63 Tan and Irving
64 Choir section
&s Wrapsup

DOWN
1 Ktnd of cookie
2Bookof
prophecies
3 ~1ve Norwegian
kings
4 Key employee?
s Surve
gneed

ZOi:i

cents per word first day :l runs 4
t per word each consec
ve day thereafter Studerits with v I d ID 1"' cef"ts pe wo:'d first
y. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 15 word m nimum
Student ads must be pe1d in advance
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAV-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

37 Succeeds in
bnbing
38 Israel's Sharon
39 Dogfaces
44 Kind of network
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Martin's victory strengthens support fo no
By The Associated Press
If Casey Martin's hearing
were held in the court of public
opinion he'd likely be riding in
pro golf tournaments as long as
he wanted.
For Arnold Palmer and Ken
Venluri, who have been around
golf for more than I 00 years
between them, it is a much more
complicated issue.
Martin's Nike Tour victory
Sunday was a triumph that further strengthened overwhelming
sentiment among nongolfers

that the PGA Tour is wrong \\ ith
its ban on ridmg carts.
Among golfers, casual recrealional players seem to be siding with Martin to some degree
while those with a first-hand
understanding of the fatigue factor in the game are more understanding of the ban on carts.
" I think the greatest thing I
ever saw in golf was Ben Hogan
limping up and winning the
Open," Venturi said Tuesday,
referring to Hogan's victory in
the 1950 U.S. Open just 16

Men's
College Basketball

Men's
College Basketball

Ohio Valley Conference

Men's Associated Press

Conf.

Women's AnoclAted Pl'8$S
l·A Top25

Eastern llllnols

5-1

8-6

Ranking

Murray State
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee-Martin
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Kentucky
Austin Peay
Tennessee State
Morehead State
Tennessee Tech

4-1
4-1
3-2
3-3
3-3

14-2
1().3
4-9

1

Nol1h Carolina (17-0)

1

2.

2

2-3

7-6

Duke (14-1)
Kansas (19-2)
Utah (13-0)
Arizona (13-3)
Kentucky (14-2)

2-3
1-5
0-5

5-8
2-12
4-12

7-7

4-9

Scoring leaders
polnta ppg

gaJMS

Mayes., Murray

16

Wiliams. EKU
Samuel, TSU
Roberts. TSU

14
13
12
13

Franco, TTU

16

Kaye, EIU

21.3
20.4
16.6
15.8
14.6
13.6

341
245
216
190
190

229

Rebound leaders
rebounds

Franco. TTU

~onlchaEJ<el,UUTM

""" •
Whrtehom. TT1J
Akins. TTU
Crenshaw. APSU

rpg
10.5
9.8
7.6
7.5

63

59
38
45
45

75

73

44

Block leaders
F121lCO, TIU
Crenshaw APSU

bloc:ka
36

bpg

2.25
2 23

29

DemgeJ;lflMyti.QQ~"

Akins TTU
Spencer Murray
Bankslon TSU

~

21
22

1 40
1 38

15

I 15

....

Assist leaders
Towsend Murray
Owens, E1U
Duncan, MTSU
Carnes. EKU
Samuel TSU

Cotton, SEMO

apg

4.94
4.38

79
61
54
42

415

3.82
3.58

~

3.38

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8
9.

10.
11
12.
13.
14.
1 S.

tie
17
18.
19.
20.
21 ,
22.
23.
24
25.

OeMIChael. UTM 47

ttm

26
64
31
27

Team

Prllllious

"

3
5
6.
7

51asrlord (14-0)
UCLA (12·2)
Purdue (14-3)
Connec:tlctn (14-2)

10

9

8

Misslssippl (12·1)
Princeton (13-1)
Iowa (13-2)
South Carolina (10-2)
New M8'Cico (11 ·2)
Syracuse ( 14-1)
Florida State (12"4)

14
15
11

16
12
18
13
19
17

Xavier (1().3)
Michigan (134)
Rhode Island (10.2)
West Virginia (14-2)
Arl<ansas (13-2)
Marquette (10.2)
Hawaii (11·2)
Oklahoma State (12·1)

23
25
22
20
21
NA

Women's
College Basketball
Ohio Valley Conference
Conl.

Overall
6-7

Eastern Illinois

4-1

Tennessee State
Middle Tennessee
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee Tech •
Southeast Missoun
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Murray State

3·1
3-1
3-2
3-2

7-5
7.5

2-2
2-3

8·5
4·8

1-3
1-4
1-4

Ranking
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21
IJe
23
24.
25.

pcL

38

0.839
0.810
0.795
0.794
0.792

35

0.745

Hassel, TSU
GatboYa. EIU
Seng, TTU
Aldrich, EIU
Fields. UTM

· t

SW MJssourl State ( 12·1)
Utah (12-0)
W. Kentucky (13-4)
Georgia (lo-4)
Nebraska (12·5)
Aurbum (11-3)
Fla. lntemational (13-1)

6-7

5·6
4-8
2-11

6
8
11
10
17
14
12

National Basketball
Association

27

47
28

~

82

Eastern Conference
Central Division

23
25

-ta
=

Reoo!d

25-11
23-11
22·12
22·13
20-1'
17·18
17-19

Cllaflocle

~

°"'"*
T°""""

M!lwllullee

0.938
0.822
0.788
o.n1
0.758
0.757

102

85

101

84
80
7.4

Suflron APSu
Garbova, EIU

116

7
70
6.8

n

86

25-11
23-1'
2212
2213
20-14
1718
tr.19

GB

54
1178
&C7

I
2

6211
.688
486

2.5
•
75

472

8
:io

S.31

rpg

96
96

Pct

139

,

Atlanbc Div1s1on

Koesler SEMO
Crosby. Ma<ehesd
Aldrich. EIU

Pct
15!1<

6'16

GB

,

647

2

629
h88
oi8e

2.5
•
7

A12

a

Western Conference
Mldwes1 Division

Block leaders
bpg
1
'

oo

-

Pct

GB

u11
n.12

657

19-15

5ol3

5

IMS

531

5.5

o.n

IQ-27

6-29

ZlO
171

0 69
0:67

2·31

061

g~~
0.83

e&>

I
15

18
21

Pacific Division

Assist leaders
asslats
Swish&< M<><ehead
78
Roberts. EKU
54
Laaka. EIU
65
M1tchell. Morehead
50
Hunt. Murray
52
Jones, TSU
47

32
73
33
35

9
13

NA

block•
Chastain MTSU
12
Koester SEMO
1,
Suf1ren. APSU
10
Clark, TTU
t0
Wans. Murray
10
Ga<i80n, Murray
9
Robinson Morehead 8

30
60
28

22
19
20
16
18
21

Clemson (13-3)
Purdue (10-5)
Duke (1().4)

t.lurren MTW

Free Throw leaders

7
15

Wlaoonsin (13-3)
VlrgKl• (11·3)

rebounds

Women's
College Basketball

4
5

1
2
3

Vanderbilt (13-1)
Norlh Carolina ( 12·2)
Illinois (12"4)
Arizona (9-3)
N. Carolina State (14-1)
Stanford (M)
Florida {11"4)
Washington {10-2)

Closs EKI..

apg
6 SO
4.50
4.23
4.17
4.00
3.92

RocOtd
29-7
27·9

~·10

111-15
IS.21
&o28
7·26

Pel
806
750
.888
559
.417

243
212

GB

2
5
9
14

20 s
20.5

J

IL

~

• r•

Dolan, Kowal win gold
at World Championships
PERTH, Australia Seizing the spotlight from
the scandalized Chinese
swim team, Kristy Kowal
and Tom Dolan won gold
medals for the United
States on Tuesday at the
world championships.
Kowal, an 19-year-old
from Athens, Ga., came
from behind to become the
first American woman to
win the 100-meter breaststroke at a world championships.
"No one knew who I was
when I came here and I
used rhaL to my advantage
tonight,'' Kowal said. 'Tm
feeling sheer and utter joy."
Dolan. the reigning world
and Olympic champion,
defended his 400-mcter
indt' 1tlutil mcl:lle~ title-,
becoming only the fourth
Amencan to wm consecutive world titles.
"This was a pride race for
me." said Lhe 22-year-old
from Arlington. Va.
Kowal finished in I
mtnute. 8.42 seconds, beating a field that included
defending champion Samantha Rile) of Aust-ralia,
Olympic champion Penny
Heyns of South Africa and

Hungarian star Agnes
Kovacs.
Helen Denman of
Australia was second in
1:08.5 l and Lauren Van
Oosten of Canada was third
in 1:08.66.
Kowal failed to make the
1996 Atlanta Olympics
after finishing third at the
U.S. trials.
"This is the absolute highlight of my life," Kowal
said.
" It is a personal best. it is
a gold medal, it is everything."
Kowal. a second-year education studen1 al Georgia,
first started swimmmg as a
youngster to JOin her
friends
"It wa::. JU:.t for fun.'' she
said
"J started s\\ imming in
summer league because I
thought the prizes the kids
got at the end of the year
were preuy cool and I wanted some too.
The> were "'gag· gift:.,
fake \\atches. towels \\ith
teams names on them."
Four-time Olympic and
world champion Janet
Evans was thrilled by
Kowal's approach.

j
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Doonesbury

Sell your
1
1
unwanted
1
1
1items in the1

1

said be opposes carts. even on
the senior tour where they are
now allowed.
"I think pan of the game, and
the tradition and integrity of the
game, is being able to walk and
compete," Pal mer said Tuesday.
"If I'm too old to walk, which is
getting close, then I will quit,"
Palmer, 68, said.
"I fee l very strongly about
that. ... Life is that way and it
can' t all be beautiful. I ' m
opposed to carts in competition."

d
t•
•
c1aqss111ea a ver 1s1n
I

---·--~~':ltil,,>l't~t1i==:1<'..,~::™

TeMessee (17-0)
Old Dominion (13-0)

past l 00 degrees and the
Potomac River Valley wrapped
in a suffocating blanket of
humidity, Venturi sraggered
through the 36-hole final day,
nearly collapsing from heat
exhaustion, but hung on for a
victory to rival Hogan's.
Part of being an athlete - and
golf is an athletic event - is
experiencing and handling the
varied emotional and physical
demands of the sport.
Palmer, who gave a deposition
on Monday in the Martin case,

Roberts. EKU
Fields, UTM
Kellough, Morehead
BaldWln, TTU
Lee, EIU
Luka, EIU

Previous

ConnecticUI (15-1)
Loul&lana Tech (12-2)
Texas Tech (10.2)

9-3

games po4nt ppg
12
192 16.0
12
190 15.8
13
201
15.5
12
1n 14.8
13
190 14.6
12
172 14.3

Doss. EKU

Team/Record

OVC leaders
Rebound leaders

Scoring leader

Free Throw leaders
fta
Martnez, MTSU 31
Mayes, Murray
79
WiJflams, EKU
39
Roberts. TSU
34
Samuel, TSU
48

Women's
College Basketball

Top25

<Mnll

months after his legs were shattered in an auto accident.
"I think fatigue and being in
shape is really part of the
game." Venturi sa id from his
office in Florida. "It's been that
way since the beginning of the
game. My feeling is no carts."
If carts had been an option at
the 1964 U.S. Open at
Congressional Country Club
near Washington, another of the
most memorable moments in
golf would not have happened.
With temperatures climbing

rts
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HER6S A Nlc& TIP,
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~OUR CHAIR To

ANOTHER.
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John Elway hopes to have last laugh
DENVER (AP) - In what could be his
last hurrah, John Elway hopes to get in the
last laugh.
Already bearing the stigma of being the
losing quarterback in three previous Super
Bowls, and now leading a 13-point underdog into this year's Super Bowl against
Green Bay on Jan. 25, the Denver Broncos
quarterback can't resist a chuckle.
He 's almost happy-go-lucky in his
approach to what could be the final game of
his brilliant 15-year career.
Asked on Tuesday if he was putting any
extra pressure on himself, Elway said, "No.
I'm going out there to do the best I can.
That's all I can do. With the balance we

have on offense, it actually takes the pressure off me.
'Tm going to enjoy this. lt"s not the time
to feel like you've got the weight on your
shoulders because the end is near. If anything. I'm going to try to go the other way
and enjoy it."
Deflecting questions about his future he will make a decision about whether to
continue playing during the offseason the 37-year-old Elway insisted he has benefited from a changed perspective.
"Early in my career, the only thing I ever
cared about ..:..._ the only priorily that wa~ of
any importance - was winning a Super
Bowl," he said. "As you get older, as you

get married and have a family and start
doing different things outside of football,
your priorities change. It's not that this is
not a high priority for me. There are other
things that are more important than winning
a Super Bowl. It gets put in a different perspective."
So those Super Bowl losses - the only
blemishes in his career - haven't had any
negative effects on his psyche?
"I've never considered suicide, if that's
what you're asking," he said. "Sure, you're
disappointed. You just hope to get back and
make amends for those losses. I was stiU
young. in my seventh year. the last time we
were there.

HARLEM
in Australia. saw the Berlin wall,
and stood at the Red Square in
Moscow," Johnson said.
"I have played in 63 countries
and every state in the United
States. It was all because of playing with the Globetrotters. I guess
you could say that I am an
ambassador to 63 countries."
Hiding in the background with
Curley is the coach of the
Globetrotters,Charles Harrison.
Harrison has a more than impressive resume. Harrison has been in
the Globetrotter organization for
37 years and counting.
Harrison got his start with the
Globetrotters in 1959, while playing for North Carolina Central
University. While at North
Carolina Central, Harrison earned
the honor of being the first player
from an historically African
American college to be named to
the All-American team.
It was because of this AllAmerican team that Harrison got
his start with the Globetrotters.

The All-American team played
the Globetrotcers. Once the
Globetrotters saw Harrison play,
they immediately made him one
of them.
In his long career, Harrison has
played in over 100 countries and
has played against such basketball legends as Wilt Chamberlin
and Connie Hawkins.
Although Harrison's playing
days are long gone, he has been
given new life as a coach. 'These
guys are great. This is the best
thing that bas ever happened to
me. It is the closest thing to playing as you cah get," Johnson
said.
Even though it may seem like
coaching a team of showoffs
would be a hard job. Harrison
views it as being a pleasure. "To
be Globetrotter, you have to be
dedicated. They realize what they
have to do and they do it,"
Harrison said.
Of course the Globetrotters
dominated the game and !et the

year-olds. Williams found a way to
win, defeating Hingis for the first
time,3-6,6-4, 7-5.
It was a match of deserving of a
Grand Slam final. Williams limped
and staggered through the third set,
rubbing her throbbing legs between
almost every point. And after it was
over. she shared a hug with her 16year-old sister, Serena. who came
up with a big win of her own, by
the exact same score, against 15year-old Croatian sensation Mirjana
Lucic.
Beaded, bejeweled and boldly
vowing to rule women's tennis,
Venus and Serena Williams took
giant steps in that direction.
"We want to be at the top together," said Serena, ranked No. 96.
Venus Williams entered the match
against Hingis talking about reach-ing No. 1 this year. She departed
feeling she's on her way.
"Anyone can talk, but you have to
walk," Williams said.
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ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate photo editor
Harlem Globerrotter Curley Johnson dribbles around a New York
Nationals on Tuesday night i111Antz Gymnasium.

Nationals hang around just long
enough to excite the crowd, but
that is beside the point. The
Globetrotters are playing purely
for fun of the game and to entertain the millions of fans who have

Williams ready for Australian Open
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) Down a set and a break, her legs
quivering with cramps, Venus
Williams showed the spirit that is
the mark of a champion.
In a tuneup for next week's
Australian Open. her match with
Martina Hingis was no longer about
strokes or style, rankings or reputations. It was about will, a desire by
Wtlliams to find a way, any way, to
beat a player who had beaten her
three times. Maybe Hingis wasn't
quite the same player who embarrassed WilHams in the U.S. Open
final last September and who began
her surge to the top of women's tennis in this tournament a year ago.
Hingis surely looked different,
chunkier, her hair shorter and dyed
dark brown. Still, sbe was No. 1,
and Williams a mere No. 21.
But on this hot. humia afternoon
at the Sydney International. a fullblooded rivalry emerged -between
these two immensely talented 17-
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No less startling was 16-year-old
Australian Lleyton Hewitt's 6-3, 67 (74). 6-4 first-round victory over
No. 4-ranked Jonas Bjorkmann of
Sweden.
Hewitt, who surged from No.
550 to No. 200 after winning his
first ATP Tour title last week at the
Australian Men's Hardcourt
Championships, survived a comeback by Bjorkmann from 1-5 in the
final set before winning on his fifth
match point.
As stunning as Hewitt's performance was last week at Adelaide.
where he beat Andre Agassi in the
semis and Jason Stoltenberg in the
final, the victory over Bjorkmann
was perhaps more impressive.
Bjorkmann, the highest-ranked
player Hewitt has beaten, was coming off a sec(:>nd half of 1997 in
which he won three titles. reached
the U.S. Open semis and helped
Sweden sweep the United States for
the Davis Cup.

•Corona
•Heineken
•22oz lite Btls

watched them play over the years.
Who cares who wins the game.
The true winners are all the fans
that have been entertained by
these ambassadors of goodwill
over the years.
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Overall, the Lady Governors
are 5-7 this season.
Eastern has had some success on the road, and Klein is
expecting it to continue.
"We've done a great job
on the road,:' he said.
"We beat the defending
OVC champs (Eastern
Kentucky) on the road and
Morehead on the road. We
don't have a problem with it.
We just have Lo go out there
and play."
Klein is also not worried
about the possibility of
Behrenbrinker returning or
Austin Peay improving in her
absence.
"We have to take care of
ourselves," he said. "As long
as we do that, we should be
good. in gooshape."
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Samuels' happy with Panthers early positioning
h's only six games into the
conference season, but Eastern
1s on top of the Ohio Valley
Conference men's basketball
~landings with a 5-1 record.
"Thi i nght where we \\ant~
ed to be," Panther head coach
Rick Samuels said. ''It is still
relathely early and we have to
be competitive on the road
because se\ en of our next nine
games arc on the road. That will
be our measuring stick."
A big parl of Eastern's succes:. is a three-game winning
streak in conference pla).
The lead is not big though. as
there is a two-way tie for second
place as of Tuesday with Murray
State and Middle Tennessee.
Each team sports a 4- l conference record.
Murray has the best overall
record with a 14-2 mark. including a victory over the Arkansas
Razorbacks (currently the No.
24 team in the counf rY.) Over
Christmas bre~. ~idcUe lfenne see has the second most

amount of wins with a 10-3
record.
These two teams went head to
head over the break, with
Middle Tennessee coming out
on top on its home court. The
onl) teams to beat Middle are
Kansas, North Carolina and
Ea tern Illinois.
After heing tied with Eastern
for the conference lead al 2-0
for one month, TennesseeMartin has gone 1-2 since then
and dropped to fourth place in
the conference with a 3 2
record.
Coming in right behind
Tennessee-Manin is Southeast
Missouri and Eastern Kemuck).
each with identical 3-3 records.
One of the Colonel victories was
a 67-63 victory over Eastern.
Two of the disappoints so for
in the conference season are
Tennessee State and Austin
Pea) . After Austin Peay was
predicted to finish second in the
conference and State was predicted third, these two teams sit

in a tic for seventh is in .;econd place with 61
place in the confer. assists and an average of 4.36
ence with 2-3 rec- per game. Murray Stnte alc;o has
the top assist leader in the conords.
Men's
Morehead ference. as senior guard Chad
Basketball State, under new Towsend has 79 assists for an
notebook
head coach K) le average of 4.94 per game.
Kaye also leads the Eastern
Macy. finds itself
alone in mnth place with a 1-5 team in steals with 31 for an
conference record. Morehead average of 2.21 per game. This
State is one game ahead of places him in third place in the
Tennessee Tech. who is still conference behind Eastern
looking for its first conference Kentucky jun ior guard Shane
win as they are 0-5.
Carnes and Tennessee Tech
Panther statistics:
junior forward Alex Franco.
Panther senior guard Rick
Big Games:
Kaye was on top of the OVC
First place will be on the line
scoring list, but he ha-. been on Thursday night, as Eastern
passed by Murray State senior travels to Murray to take on the
guard and preseason OVC play- 'Racers. Murray State has scored
er of the year De' Teri Mayes. for an-average of 87.6 points per
Mayes has scored for an average game, which leads the league,
of 21.3 points per game, while while Eastern is second in the
Kaye is the other player in the league; with 73.5 points per
OVC to average over 20 points game.
with 20.4 point!> per game.
Also butting heads on
Jumor guard Jack Owens also Thursday will be Tennesseefinds himself in the thick of :-.tartin and Southeast Missouri
things for the assist leader, as he in Cape Girardeau. Mo. In this

baule bet\\cen two teams in the
middle of the conference pack,
the Skyha\\ ks will try to
improve their 61 .2 scoring aver
age. This will nol be an eas)
task. as Southeast Missouri has
the third best scoring defense in
the league, allowing 67.4 points
per game.
ln an intrastate battle in
Cookesville, Tenn .. Tennessee
State will try lo prevent
Tennessee Tech from achieving
its first conference win of the
year. Tech has lost its conference games by an average margin of 76-66.
The final game of the game
on Thursda) will be televisea b)
Fox Sports South and will match
Austin Peay and Middle
Tennessee from Murfreesboro.
Tenn. Middle Tennessee will be
hoping to inch closer to the conference lead, while Austin Peay
will be trying to change its losing ways.
- compiled by Mall Wilson

Sophomore center gets second conference honor
Eastern· s sophomore center Leah Aldrich took the
Ohio·Valley Conference's Player of the Week honor for
the second week in a row. S he becomes the first Lady
Panther to receive player of the week honors two weeks
in a row from an) conference.
"It's a terrific honor and a very deserving honor for
her:· Eastern head coach John Klein said. "I think this
award is abo a credit to her teammates."
Aldrich scored 21 points and pulled down 13
rebounds, which equaled her career high, in action
against Morehead Slate Jan. 5. Aldrich had first set her
career-high in rebounds against Saint Louis University
:l

Aldrich solidified her claim to player of the week
honors with a 20-point performance against Tennessee
Tech. During the game. Ald rich grabbed 10 rebounds
and she recorded her fourth double-double of the season
her second in two games.
This season Aldrich is averaging 21 points per game
and 9.6 rebounds per game against OVC foes. In four-offive conference games. she has scored in double figures.
In overall action this season, Aldrich 1s averaging 14.6
ppg and 7.4. rpg.
"lt"s exciting; she's only a sophomore so she has a
long way to go to sharpen her skills and be a dominating
center in the OVC," Klein said.

Making a splash :
This week's OVC Newcomer of the
Week was Tennessee· Martin's junior forward Nichole Lockridge.
In helping her team to wins over
Women's
Basketball
Middle Tennessee and Murra) State.
notebook · Lockridge averaged 18.5 ppg and 4.5 rpg.
Against Middle. she scored 21 points.
For the week. Lockridge went I 5-of-28 from the noor
and 7-of-7 from the hne.
Lad) Go,·crnor successful in fin;t ter m:
Freshman guard Kai Jones of Austin Peay was named
,
this week's OVC Rookie of the Week.
Jones helped her team to an 86-59 win over Morehead
State with 26 points on 9-of-19 shooting from the floor.
Fifth time's the charm:
After dropping four straight conference games, the
Lady Governors of Austin Peay snapped their losing skid
with a win against Morehead State 86-59.
Four Lady Governor scored in double figures in the
rout of the Lady Eagles. Jones scored her career-high 26
points in the game. Senior guard/forward Tracey
Dresche l and junior guard/forward Rhonda Neely each
added 15 points to the Austin Peay cause.
Chutes and ladders:
There has been a fair amount of movement in the

OVC standings.
The Lady Panthers grabbed sole possession of first
place 111 the OVC by stretching their conference winning
streak to five games with wins over Eastern Kentuck)
(66-65), Morehead State (88-64). Tennessee Tech (6354) and Middle Tennessee (66-53).
The only conference loss for Eastern this season came
at the hands of Tennessee State.
Tennessee State l 1yed close to the top with wins over
Austin Pea) (78-51), Eastern Kentucky (77-67) and.
Morehead State (82-6'.!).
Eastern Kentucky's two losses dro pped them imo
lhird.
I
•
Middle Tennessee fell into a tic for fourth wi th
Tennessee-Martin and Tennessee Tech after losing to
Eastern.
Austin Peay moved out of the conference cellar on the
strength of winning percentage with the Lady Governors
drubbmg of Morehead.
Southeast Missouri stretched a losing streak to four
agamst Tech.
Finally. Morehead and Murray State both slipped further down in the standings with losses, Morehead to
Austin Peay and Murray to Tennessee-Martin.
-compiled by Drew Granger
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An opportunity i all that Bodden wants
as she practices utmost ftve hours a day.
She works out \\ 1th both the women• s
track team and the men pole vaulter's during the week.
"Everyone has been really supportive
including my teammates. coach Tony
Heath and the athletic director," Bodden
said. "Craft has also been extremely supponive. He even drove me to Indiana State
so I could get sized for poles."
Craft said the track team ran into one
problem with Bodden joining the team.
"The only dilemma we run into now is
we have the vault, triple jump and the long
jump and we only have one runway so it
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takes longer during meets," Craft said.
Bodden said the team has been really
supportive in her efforts.
'The time doesn't really work out that
bad and everyo ne gets the ir cha nce to
practice," she said. "The guys aJI stay late
and make me feel comfortable at what I'm
doing."
Besides competing in the pole vault.
Bodden also participates in the long j ump
and high j ump during the indoor track season
"She has a lot of-enthusiasm and is really excited about this. Coach (Heath) thinks
that she can clear I0 feet real soon," Craft
said. "This would be a real achievement

'

Everyone has been really supportive including my teammates, coach Tony Heath and the athletic director."
-Alethea Bodden,
senior women's pole vaulter
since she started really late at it."
Bodde n said she had one thing she
wanted to accomplish but she would keep
going after that.
" My goal for indoors is l 0 feet, but I' m
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not going to stop (there). I would like to
make nationa!s." she said.
For Bodd~ n to make nat ionals, s he
would have to clear 13 feet 5 l/2 inches
for an automatic bid and 11 feet 2 inches
to receive a provisional bid.
"She is doing a really good job," Craft
said "She has gone to camps and plans to
contmue after school."
Bodden said her dad has been really
supportive but her mom Phaedra Sekmakas
was a little worried.
" l would love to try o ut fo r the
Olympics and I understand that I am far
way away. but I am willing to put the time
and training into it," Bodden said.
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Globetrotter tour makes a stop at Eastern
BY KYLE BAUER
Staff Writer
Surprise, Surprise! The·
Harlem Globetrotters extended
their winning streak to somewhere around 75 years with their
win over the New York Nationals
last night in the Lantz
Gymnasium. The Globetrotters
were up to their old tricks again.
The night started off with the
most famous mascot in the world.
Globie, randomly pulling fans out
of the audience to dance with him
at center court.
Then came the real attraction,
The Harlem Globetrouers. Led
by the clown prince of basketball,
Matthew "Showb iz .. Jackson.
Jackson led the team in the
famous magic circle and mesmerized the crowd.
The team also pulled several
stunts to get the crowd involved.
Whether it was Showbiz Jackson
throwing water at the referee, or
stealing a fan's purse and using il
in the game, they had the crowd's
·- attention all night.
"It was a lot of fun. "Showbiz"
pul on a good show," said Eastern
senior Rich Scholz. But it was
not only Ea~tern students that
enjoyed the show "I like the stuff
that "Showbiz" does, especially

the magic circle,'' said five year
old J.D. Putz.
Although "Showbiz" stole the
show with his antics, hiding in
the background was one of the
world's fastest dribblers. Curley
Johnson. Johnson showed off his
dribbling skills for the crowd by
eluding defenders and literally
sliding all over Ll}e court.
Johnson first started his fast
dribbling at Loras College. "In
college. I <;tarted doing cra1y
things in lpe games. When there
was five minutes left and we were
winning. coach would give me
the ball and the other team would
try to take it away from me, but 1
would just make them look bad."
Johnson said.
Playing for the Harlem
Globetrotters is every young basketball player's dream. Curley
Johnson is no exception. "This
fulfilled a lifelong dream for me.
I wanted to be a Globetrotter ever
since I was a little kid," Johnson
said.
Being a Globetrotter also gives
these players an opportunity that
they would not normally have, to
travel lhe world. ··1 saw the pyramids in Egypt. I was touched by
Mother Teresa in India. threw a
boomerang with the Aborigines

Su HARLEM page 10
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ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate photo editor
Matthew "Slwwbi:." Jackson encourages referee Barry· Perry• to wave to WEJU TV Channel 9. The
Globetrotters entertained nearly a full house at Lant::. Gymnasium on Tuesday night as they defeated the
New York Nationals to extend their winning streak 10 some~i·lzere around 75 years.

Lady hoopsters look for weep of ustin Peay
Eastern hopes for repeat
effort against Lady Govs
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
Riding the crest of a winning tsunami, the Lady
Panthers. first in the Ohio Valley Conference. will crash
against the Lady Governors of Austin Peay.
Eastern enters the game having reached .500 mark
overall at 7-7. The Lady Panthers sit atop the OVC on
the strength of five straight wins, after dropping their
conference opener to No. 2 Tennessee State at home.
Eastern will take the conference Player of the Week,
sophomore center Leah Aldrich. into the game with
Austin Peay. Aldrich recorded her third straight doubledouble against Middle Tennessee Monday, scoring 20
points and pulling down 13 rebounds.

Also leading the Panther attack will be senior forward Barbora Garbova. who rebounded from a ninepoint showing against Tennessee Tech to score 23
against Morehead State.
This will be the second and final regular season
meeting between the two teams. Eastern leads the season series on the strength of a 74-56 win in Lantz
Gymnasium.
Five Lady Panthers scored in double figures in the
first meeting. In very balanced scoring. senior forward/center Allison Lee scored 16 points, Aldrich
scored 15. senior guards Jess Laska and Nora Hendrix
each added 14 and Garbova added 13.
"ln our first meeting. Austin Peay was kind of out of
sync because one of their best players was hurt and it
was there first game with out her," Eastern head coach
John Klein said. ''I don't think all the kids were playing
on the same page with the line up change. They are still
without her. but 1 think they'll be more in sync."
The injured Lady Governor was senior forward

' '

In our first meeting, Austin Peay was kind
of out of sync because one of their best
players was hurt and it was there first game with
out her:'
- John Klein,
women's basketball coach
Amanda Behrenbrinker. who scored 156 poincs in just
six games before suffering a stress fracture in one leg.
Behrenbrinker 1s listed officially as day-to-day.
Leading Austin Peay in scoring since the loss of
Behrenbrinker is junior guard Angelica Suffren, who is
averaging 13.8 points per game in 12 games Suffren
also leads the team m rebounds with 82 in 12 games,
for an average of 6.8 .
Austin Peay sits at 1-4 in conference on the season.
See SWEEP page 10

First woman pole .vaulter finds her way to Charleston
Bodden passes
many obstacles
en route to EIU
By DAVID PUMP
Staff writer

ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate photo editor
Senior pole vaulter Alethea Bodden waits to take another jump in practice. Bodden is the
first ever woman pole vaulte r on the campus of Eastern.

Pioneers go through struggles and
adversity to get recognition in the sport
they love.
Senior pole vaulter Alethea Bodden is
one such person, as she has brought the
sport she loves to Eastern for the lirst time
in the school's history.
Following her transfer from Harper
College in Palatine, 111., Bodden injured
her knee and couldn't compete in the heptathalon an!:I pentathalon both events she
was recruited for until this year.
In 1996, the Panthers transferred from
the Mid-Continent Conference to the Ohio
Valley Conference where the heptathaJon
and pentathalon are not contested.

Over the summer Bodden, whose father
Greg coached track and field. attended a
camp and started pole vaulting.
"l \\ ent to ll camp O\>Cr the summer and
cleared six feet." Bodden sn1d. "Coach
(John Craft) wasn't familiar \\ith it and he
didn't want to take the responsibility of me
getting hurt and the financial obligations."
Bodden conlactcd the founder of
\\Omen's pole vaulting and former
Olympic medalist Jan Johnson. She conducted a lol of research along wilh Craft.
Deb Polka. as~ociate director of athletics,
and Atl}letic Director Rich McDuffie into
the cost and chance of injury involved with
pole vaulting. and waited for the sport to
be sanctioned by the NCAA.
'This is the firsl year that it has been
accepted into the NCAA as an official
NCAA event. We have a men's pole vault
team and in terms of equity the women
have opportunity now as the men." Craft
said. "Pulling out the limitations in the
NCAA and the pole vault was one of
them."
See OBSTACLES page I 1

